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Pete Llamas, has owned this Nova for about 10 years. As one would expect, the change to using
a Forced Inductions -prepped Garrett single turbocharger necessitated many other changes as
well. Pete chose to use a Holley EFI system from Redline Motorsports , and depending on class
rules, will either use an 88 or a 94mm turbo. Pete hopes this is the view his competition sees
once the Nova is all sorted out. Launching a car with all this power is tough, so the Nova
features a ladder bar suspension fortified by a TA Racecars Wilwood brakes reside inside Weld
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We just wanted to get that out there, right off the bat. Built correctly, they can be a
punch-packing powerhouse that will burn tires with ease. At the same time, however, it is nearly
impossible to beat the power and torque of even a mildly-built big-block Chevy. To get a
rundown about what parts are needed to undertake a swap like this, we contacted Casey Mohr
of Original Parts Group , to get some professional input. Tom did an impressive job of making
this big-block fit what was deigned to accomodate a small-block or a simple six-cylinder engine.
This image from the Corvette Forum gives a great side-by-side view of a completely assembled
small-block and big-block engine. The size difference of the block itself is only magnified by the
size difference in the heads, pulleys, and water pump. The trifecta of simple swaps: a Camaro, a
Impala, and a Chevelle. Each of these cars could have come from the factory with a big-block,
so things are already built to support the larger engine, you just need to change a few simple
things. For the most part, this upgrade is a plug-and-play install, but there are a few key
components that need to be changed in order to accommodate the new engine. Casey put
together a nice list that will help make for a smooth swap for any of the cars mentioned above.
Image courtesy Camaros. But, the frame brackets are another issue. For Through Chevelle.
When installing a big-block engine in a through Chevelle with small-block frame brackets, you
can use the small-block motor mounts. The safety lock feature kept the engine from moving too
much if the mount failed. For instance, not only will the stock frame need replaced, but the inner
fender and shock towers will need to cut from the car. Get ready to do some cutting and
welding. Dropping a big-block into an early Nova requires the elimination of the factory shock
towers, and the addition of an aftermarket subframe. Second Gen: Since the Nova and Camaro
feature similar subframes, it stands to reason that the frame bracket for the engine mounting
also be simliar. The ci and ci engines used a shorter and narrower bracket. Image courtesy
Chevelles. Using the wrong frame brackets could cause the engine to sit too low, causing a
clearance issue like this pulley hitting the crossmember. Third Gen:. Image courtesy nastyz In ,
motor mount design changed to the clamshell-style mount. The transmission mount slots for
the big-block manual transmission crossmember are also in a different location than the
small-block version. If you will be changing the transmission, the crossmember is another area
to consider. The transmission crossmembers in the Chevelle are interchangable, unless you
wish to keep it looking factory original. Some manual transmission crossmembers had a
bracket welded to them to support the Muncie shifter if so equipped. Mounting a big-block
where a small-block once resided also means upgrading accessory brackets and pulleys. We
could probably develop a complete article about bracketry for this swap, but just keep in mind
that brackets for the power steering pump, alternator, and air conditioning will vary. Those of
you contemplating a big-block upgrade in a Tri-Five also have room constraint issues to
contend with, but you will still need many of the accessory items like pulleys, power steering
parts, and other bracketry. Upgrading to a big-block will usually also require that accessory
items also be swapped. Of course there are different challenges associated with either route, so
it is up to you to decide how you want to tackle such a project. One way to make things work
with the engine pushed forward is to relocate the radiator forward of the core support. Joe
offers an easy solution that condenses other performance features into one unit, while still
making more room forward of the engine. This is one of Joe's systems that combines all of the
cooling apparatus into one unit and makes for an easy and straight forward install. We hope this
gives you a window into the world of big-block swaps, and informs you enough to give you an
idea of what you are getting into, or if need be, talk you out of a project that may be more than
you can chew. If you do decide to take on a swap like this, give OPGI a call so you can be sure
to get all of the correct parts you need for a cubically-swollen engine upgrade. Build your own
custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your inbox,
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economical mode of transportation has become a large part of our hobby. Nearing the end of its
run, the Nova shifted focus to become a more luxurious ride. By creating a continuously
transforming ride, Chevrolet provided a series of cars that could appeal to almost any buyer,
whether they were looking to buy a convertible, a tire-shredding track machine, or a plush
cruiser. Fast forward to the present day, and the various Nova models need some repairs â€”
they are 30, 40, and even 50 years old now. Luckily, the folks at Classic Industries are here to
help enthusiasts keep their hot rods on the road today. While perusing the Classic Industries
website, we found a blog showcasing five very cool Nova hot rods and thought you would like
to check them out as well. This Nova wears a white top, and the interior was reupholstered in
two-tone red and white vinyl to match. The blog begins by highlighting a first-gen drop-top
owned by Ron Pinegar, of Huntington Beach, California. His Chevy Nova convertible underwent
a year restoration. Ron says this car is a daily-driver, and this enables him to spend as much
time as possible behind the wheel after its year restoration process. If you want to read more
about this drop-top Nova, click here. The second Nova on display happens to be from the
second generation. Full Throttle Restoration in Costa Mesa, California made some substantial
changes to the chassis and suspension system to create this unbelievable ride. Powering this
hot rod is noting stock. With a whopping horsepower. Get the full story on this gorgeous
restomod. Aptly organizing the list, the third car showcased is from the third generation, which
is perhaps the most closely linked to being considered a muscle car today. It now features an
upgraded ci small-block, R4 automatic transmission, 3. Juan considers his Nova to be a
restomod. From the front to the rear bumper, much of this Nova has been replaced with
original-style reproduction parts from the Classic Industries catalog. Learn more about this blue
cruiser by clicking here. Next up is a Nova that was restored by its owner, Graham Reimer, of
Canada. It features a built ci V8 with fuel injection, an upgraded cam, and Borg-Warner
four-speed manual transmission. The car utilizes the factory suspension setup with power
steering, power brakes, and four-wheel disc brakes. The wheels are a classic five-spoke design
with BF Goodrich rubber. The car was then sold to the second owner with plans to improve it.
When the plans fell through, I purchased the car in It was all original with only 52, miles. It had a
faded green interior and exterior, bench seat, and inline six-cylinder with a two-speed
automatic. The car was the definition of a grocery-getter. When recalling the heyday of the
Nova, many recall the muscle-car heritage the car has created. However, that was not the plan
for the model near the end of its run. While it has certainly been a popular platform for
hot-rodders and drag racers, the Nova was more than just a muscle car. Born from the
economical Chevy II â€” a simple and practical commuter car with four-door availability that
could carry the whole family. In its later years, the model delivered luxury and refinement with
models such as this Nova Custom Cabriolet. By the end of the run, the Nova model became
more of a mid-size luxury cruiser than a muscle car. Raul Martinez, of South Gate, California, is
the original owner of this car and has held onto it all these years. However, as you might expect,
it has needed some work to fend off decades of wear and tear and retain its original luxurious
style. Inside, we find a fresh carpet and seat upholstery. Th
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e original ci engine and automatic transmission are still present and have been rebuilt to run
smoothly. The durable is great for smooth cruising on the highway. These cars epitomize the
various tastes car owners have when rebuilding their hot rods, and Classic Industries is proud
to help all enthusiasts rebuild the car of their dreams. Build your own custom newsletter with
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